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WEEKEND WEATHER

If only The Bee Movie was a true
account, and stinging insects had
feelings of compassion and empathy from which to operate. Unfortunately, that is not the case. The
wasps have come to Taylor.
Buildings on campus lack some
basic necessities such as air conditioning and working fire alarms,
but they also have some unneeded additions, namely, wasp nests.
Particularly in Olson, Gerig and
the Dining Commons, wasps have
taken the liberty of moving in.
Accounts of wasp stings have
circulated around campus, and
they do not sound pleasant.
“There have been wasps everywhere,” sophomore Zoë Mendenall said. “There were three flying
in my room and another dead on
my desk.”
Mendenall said Terell Gramling, maintenance skilled technician, found another in her bed,
but managed to get it off. Outside Olson 141 — directly below
Mendenall — a water spigot became home to many of the wasps,
and the room occupants had to
have their dorm quarantined
and sprayed.
Mendenall states Olson Hall
residents are just now dealing
with the overflow. The residents
of Olson 141 were moved from their
dorm room and into their lounge
to avoid any further contact with
the wasp swarm.
But Olson isn’t the only hall to
be treated for these pests. Sophomore Derek Pinder, who lives in
Gerig Hall, says he has found dozens of wasps in his dorm room.
“After I killed about a dozen hornets, I submitted a work request
form and a couple days later the
Taylor maintenance guy came and
found a hive in the ceiling,” Pinder
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Grace Olson Hall is one of the many dorms that has experienced trouble with bees and wasps.

said. “He sprayed about a hundred
of them, then said it was too large
of a hive for him to get all of them.
So we got an actual exterminator
a few days later, and he said it was
the biggest hive he had ever seen.”
It seems as though maintenance
has taken up the task of getting rid
of the nests, but these wasps have
been a menace in more than just
the dorms.
Junior Ross Kimbrell had an
unfortunate encounter with
wasps while eating in the Dining
Commons.
“One minute I had my birks on,
the next they were off,” Kimbrell
said. “Why? Because an insect inserted its abdominal spike into my
left ring toe. Needless to say, it hurt.”
This anatomical description of
the event is likely similar to other
accounts of wasp stings and closecall encounters.
In the case of a wasp sting, treatment may be necessary.
WebMD gives a detailed guide
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English Hall is one of the buildings on campus avoiding wasps.

on what to do should you be stung
by a wasp or bee.
“Remove any stingers immediately,” WebMD wrote on their website. “Some experts recommend
scraping out the stinger with a
credit card. Applying ice to the site

may provide some mild relief. Apply ice for 20 minutes once every
hour as needed. Wrap the ice in a
towel or keep a cloth between the
ice and skin to keep from freezing
the skin.”
With the large amount of wasps

present on campus currently, take
precautions when walking from
building to building during the
day and even inside buildings. If
a nest is spotted, avoid it and call
maintenance to have it removed.
echo@taylor.edu
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Senior Jake Masters works on his assignment in Metcalf.

Art program offers
lessons to children
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Elementary students from Jay and Blackford County schools toured Taylor this past week.
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Children engage
at Taylor
Harli Broge
Contributor

TheEchoNews.com

Over 250 sixth-grade students
walked toured Taylor’s campus
on Tuesday, as part of an event
called “Walk into My Future.”
The students of Jay County

schools were led by sophomore
elementary education majors
as they walked around campus.
The children observed classrooms, viewed different spots
around campus, saw inside
dorm rooms and ate in the DC.
Ben Hotmire, chair of Taylor’s
education department said that
“Walk into My Future” is a program that encourages families

and children to continue their
education after high school,
whatever that may be.
The sixth graders also went to
Odle Arena, where the education
department had an ESPN video
of Silent Night playing on loop
for the children before they saw
where it all happens.
“(The children) are really
KIDS continues on Page 2

Art Ed majors hosts
November camp
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

Starting in November, elementary students from the
local community will have an
opportunity to take group art
lessons taught by Taylor Art
Education and Pre-Art Therapy majors.
Th e Af t e r S c h o o l Ar t

WALNUT CREEK COUNTRY MARKET!

program began over twenty
years ago, created as a part
of the ART 310 Elementary
Art Education class taught
by professor Kathy Herrmann,
assistant professor of art. The
class is designed to create an
experience in which the students can plan, prepare and
teach art to the children of
the community.
“Some of my goals are for
children to not only know
ART continues on Page 2
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“I think it would only serve to exacerbate the
problems that already exist.”
Implications of Trump’s interest in
Greenland
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TOP FIVE HEADLINES TAKING OVER THE COUNTRY

US vaping illness count tops 500, but
cause still unknown
Houston Chronicle

Where have the wild birds gone? 3 billion fewer than 1970
StarTribune

Nike drops Antonio Brown after sexual assault allegations
CBS News

An anonymous Nike spokesperson denied Brown’s status as “a Nike
athlete” and ended relations with the
NFL player on Sept. 19. The New England Patriot faced charges on Sept.
10 regarding the claim he had raped
his former trainer. The 31-year-old
athlete had previously left his position as a receiver for the Oakland
Raiders after tension occurred between Brown and his former team.
While the Patriots state they are
aware of the situation, Nike has cut
all ties from Brown.

Colt will stop making AR-15s for civilian sale, says there’s already plenty on
market
NBC News

Rural Nevada is not prepared for
a potentially huge ‘storm Area 51’
turnout
USA Today

38 states have fallen victim to this
epidemic. The source? E-cigarettes.
The Food and Drug Administration’s
tobacco director, Mitch Zeller, commented on the fact that criminal investigations are being put in place
to dig up what may be causing these
illnesses. As of Thursday, there have
been eight confirmed deaths related
to vaping.. While the specific cause is
still unknown, doctors are seeking to
uncover the causes behind these e-cigarette illnesses.

A study conducted by Cornell University conservationist Kenneth
Rosenberg concluded that the bird
population has fallen 29% over the
past half century. What once was 10.1
billion birds has fallen to 7.2 billion
birds worldwide. Rosenberg acknowledges that the number of sparrows and
quails are drastically decreasing while
the number of bluebirds is increasing.
Loss of habitat was determined as the
No. 1 cause of bird deaths, followed by
being chased by cats, being hit by cars
and colliding into windows.

Colt, a Connecticut-based gun-maker, stopped production of AR-15
semi-automatic rifles for civilian consumption. According to NBC news,
Colt CEO and President Dennis Veilleux released a statement claiming
that plenty of guns have already been
manufactured and that there is no
need for any more to be produced,
other than for military purposes.
No relation was made regarding the
recent number of mass shootings
in America.

Small-town life has changed drastically in Nevada, with the towns of Rachel and Caliente already preparing
for a great number of people to flood
the area for the suspected Area 51 raid
on Sept. 20. While some local authorities do not anticipate a huge turnout
for the event, which was popularized on Facebook over the summer,
the Air Force has issued a statement
about the event. “Any attempt to illegally cross the area is highly discouraged,” the statement read.
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Implications of Trump’s interest in Greenland
Professors give
their two cents
Jed Barber
Staff Writer

President Donald Trump recently proposed the first U.S. land acquisition since 1947.
In August, the Wall Street Journal reported on the Trump Administration’s apparent interest
in purchasing Greenland from
the Kingdom of Denmark.
The notion was completely
dismissed by the Danish government, and any future change in
that seems unlikely.
Many have called this move
unprecedented, but Trump defended the idea by reminding the
nation that President Truman
made a similar offer to Denmark
immediately after World War II.
“It’s very much in line with
how America has acquired land,”
Ben Wetzel, assistant professor
of history, said on the matter.
“For better or worse, the idea of
acquiring Greenland is actually
in keeping with American history, broadly understood.”
The United States has purchased land from other nations
multiple times throughout its
history. The Louisiana Purchase and the current U.S. territories of Puerto Rico and Guam
are just a few examples of U.S.
land purchases.
However, Wetzel does not
wholeheartedly support the attempt to purchase Greenland.
He commented on how the public approval of United States imperialism waned throughout
the first half of the 20th century. After World War II, it was

KIDS continued from
excited to be here,” Hotmire said.
“Any time to get out of the classroom, any field trip is exciting.”
Seeing the sixth graders walk
around campus was a blast from
the past for sophomore Aylin
Montes because she was a sixth
grader touring campus several years ago. Now a student at
Taylor, her younger cousin is
among the many that were on
Taylor’s campus.
“I come from Jay County, and
that’s where we were told ...
they were going to take a bunch
of little sixth graders to a college,” Montes said. “We were all
so excited because, you know,
(we were) sixth graders, twelve
years old and going to a college.
It was fun.”
Little did she know several years later she would be
a student at the very school
she visited for the first time in

Photograph provided by whitehouse.gov

President Donald Trump postponed a meeting with the Danish government after they dismissed his plan to acquire Greenland.

essentially dead.
“This could be seen as the
United States attempting to extend its hegemony or its footprint throughout the world,”
Wetzel said. “I think it would
only serve to exacerbate the
problems that already exist.”
Wetzel also highlighted other
issues with the purchase such

as the hypothetical territory’s
legal status in the U.S. and how
the process would work between
the presidency, congress and any
other domestic parties involved.
Nicholas Kerton-Johnson,
associate professor of political science and international
relations, also contributed to
the discussion.

sixth grade.
The Taylor students showing
the Jay County students around
campus played a game of kickball with them. However, according to Montes, the students were
only focused on one thing.
“I remember everyone talking
about how amazing the ice
cream was at Taylor, so we were
all so excited for that,” Montes said.
Not only did sixth graders get
the chance to come see Taylor’s campus, but so did 100
kindergarteners from Blackford County schools. There was
a special surprise planned for
the kindergarteners.
“They eat lunch (in Euler),”
Hotmire said. “So the Trojan will
make an appearance … the kindergartners really love getting
pictures with the Trojan and that
sort of thing.”
The students of Blackford County also went around

campus on a tour, participating
in a Zumba class led by Taylor
students.
Phil Ford, president of the
board of Jay County Schools,
said that “Walk into My Future”
is an event that is very important for the students. He said it
is a good opportunity for them
to set some goals for the future.
Not only is it a great opportunity for the students of Jay
and Blackford County, but it is
a great way for Taylor to thank
the schools for their partnership
with Taylor.
“We do really appreciate the
partnership with those school
systems,”Hotmire said. “. . . They
host us a lot, for our students
have practicums a lot. We go
to schools in Blackford County
and in Jay County so it’s really
nice for us to host back and to
say thank you for all those times
that they host us.”
echo@taylor.edu

“It makes strategic sense,”
Kerton-Johnson said, referring to the many advantages
the United States could acquire
from Greenland.
However, Kerton-Johnson
shared a number of hesitations.
He agrees with Wetzel that after the events of World War II,
the concept of the empire faded

ART continued from
how to create a work of art,”
Herrmann said, “but to learn
about different artists and
their work, to learn about the
artwork of other cultures and
how art impacts all of our lives
on some level.”
Two Taylor students will be
assigned to each of the classes, divided by age group, and
create lesson plans tailored to
the grades of students they will
be teaching. The students create four potential lesson plans,
each teaching two for their respective class.
At the end of the four week

away in favor of individual sovereign nations. Since each nation holds sovereignty within
its own borders, current political thought disapproves of attempts by another nation to
wrest power away from the people of that land.
“It’s an unusual thing to
talk about in the 21st century,”

Kerton-Johnson said.
Both Wetzel and Kerton-Johnson also agreed that any conversation about ownership of
Greenland should include the
voice of Greenland’s people.
The U.S. administration has
only made contact with the Danish government.
echo@taylor.edu

program, the classes will have
their own art displayed in an
exhibition on Monday, Nov. 25.
Their families and friends will
be able to come and see the
work the children have created
over the course of November.
While the ART 310 class is
offered every other year, there
remain other opportunities
for local students to learn
art on campus. Personal tutored art lessons are available
year-round, and a week-long
art camp is hosted during
the summer.
Herrmann and office assistant Cindy Reishus, who
helps manage the enrollment

of students into the program
and camps, highlight the value of building connections
between Taylor students and
families in the Upland community. These programs also
serve as a first step for any enrollees into the world of art in
a positive environment.
“I still remember art I made
in the third grade,” Reishus
said. “These things follow you.
The value is in feeling good
about creating something
beautiful.”
The four week program
meets on Fridays, from Nov. 1
to Nov. 22 at 4 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Want to work for The Echo? Email
echo@taylor.edu for more details.
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TU Dance Vibes meets Sunday evenings to learn hip-hop choreography to current pop music.

Lopez, Sakeuh continue
hip-hop at Taylor
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

TU Dance Vibes offers a groovy
opportunity for students to get
their bodies moving.
Every Sunday night, a group
of about 20 students come together to learn hip-hop dances
to some of today’s hottest hits.
Sophomores Ryan Lopez and
Matty Sakeuh both embraced
the culture of TU Dance Vibes
beginning their freshman years.
There, they met and said they
saw that they both had moves.
As they continued to attend and
connected with graduating choreographers, they poured more

into TU Dance Vibes. They now
choreograph and teach many of
the club’s sessions.
One of their standout performances was last year at Silent
Night. They came out with a “ridiculously hype” dance routine
that had the stands roaring. Although there is no confirmation that TU Dance Vibes will be
making another debut performance, they are always making
plans for cool and new dances.
In addition to learning a new
dance, TU Dance Vibes is a fantastic way for someone to get to
know others from outside their
normal circle.
“If you’re looking for a man
with moves, go to TU Dance
Vibes,” sophomore Courtney
Masters said.

The night offers a fun and
energetic escape that allows
anyone to express themselves.
Masters and sophomore Kirsten
Norman said it is a great opportunity to be around talented
dancers, but there is no pressure to have experience; the TU
Dance Vibes choreographers
welcome inexperienced dancers and are eager to teach.
Norman spoke to how everyone hypes each other up and
the environment is nothing
but encouraging.
“If there was a dance move
too hard, they would help show
an easier way. . .I think I was
smiling the whole time,” Norman said.
For Sakeuh, leading dances
with energy and friendliness

feels natural. Outside of dancing, he runs track and field,
studies public relations, and is
always walking around campus
with a friendly smile and positive attitude.
Sakeukh’s favorite song to
dance to is “Old Town Road” by
Lil Nas X.
“With whatever spare time
I have left, I love to dance,”
Sakeuh’s said.
Lopez studies under the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
(ROTC) and studies business
management and marketing.
His hard-working, service-minded attitude is displayed in his
participation with TU Dance
Vibes, which he has continually invested more into. Lopez actually choreographed his first TU

Dance Vibes class on his own on
Sept. 8. He taught the group “Hot
Shower” by Chance the Rapper.
TU Dance Vibes meets from
8–9:30 p.m. every Sunday in the
KSAC dance room. This Sunday,
Sept. 22, TU Dance Vibes will be
dancing to “Truth Hurts” by Lizzo. For dance videos and information about upcoming songs,
follow @official_tudancevibes
on Instagram.
Everyone is welcome and no
prior experience is necessary.
“We don’t want anybody to be
worried or intimidated,” Lopez
said. “There are so many people that are dancers that come
and it’s just for the fun aspect —
something to take your mind of
classes and have fun.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Cavanagh has campus looking at ‘Life to the Full’ this year
Exploring the hopes
behind the chapel theme
Holly Gaskill
Features Editor

Looking toward this year’s
chapel schedule, the Rev. Jon
Cavanagh, campus pastor,
hopes to weave in the theme
“Life to the Full.”
This theme is inspired by
John 10:10, where Jesus says,
“The thief comes only to steal
and kill and destroy; I have
come that they may have life,
and have it to the full.”
As Cavanagh reflected over
this passage last year, he began asking what it looks like
to have life to the full.
If Jesus says that our ability to have a life to the fullest
was his purpose in coming to
earth, clearly that must be an
important question to ponder,
but what does life to the full
look like in day-to-day life?
“I try to make it an inviting
approach that helps people engage with the courage to pose
questions,” Cavanagh said.
According to Cavanagh, the
answer looks different for every person in their different
positions in life. Ultimately, it
is an active process to thoughtfully explore how convictions
and callings direct each person
to make decisions.
Building off of last year’s
theme, “Consider,” which focused on the ‘what’ and ‘how’
of our actions, Cavanagh

hopes everyone can examine
their internal motivation.
Primarily, the theme was
made to spur conversation
and reflection.
“Especially at this college
age, it’s important to start developing ownership and responsibility for choices, and
reflecting over how convictions impact actions,” Cavanagh said.
Additionally, Cavanagh
looks forward to developing
the idea of the Greek word
Zoe, which is the word for life
used in John 10:10. In English,
the fullness of the definition is
lost, but the Greek refers to the
wholeness of life in a spiritual and physical sense. Hence,
life to the full embodies all aspects of life.
Throughout the year, this
theme will be woven subtly
into chapel; some speakers
may dwell more exclusively on the topic, while others
will speak with the underlying reflection and application of life to the full. During
J-term, however, life to the
full will be more fleshed out
through more speakers from
on campus.
The intention is to neither
dwell solely on one topic this
year nor neglect the self-reflective and applicable nature the
theme adds to chapel services.
Cavanagh said since over-focusing on one topic can cause
it to become redundant or
kitschy, he wants to carefully

and thoughtfully thread the
idea of life to the full throughout the year.
As another year of chapel
lies ahead, Cavanagh also invites students to attend chapel
who are looking for authentic
moments of growth, recognizing that certain chapels will
be more impactful for certain
people than others.
“If you love and connect with
every chapel over the course
of a semester, then we probably haven’t done our job,” Cavanagh said. “Because if you,
as one person, love and connect with every chapel, there’s
probably a good chance that
there’s a bunch of people that
didn’t love or connect with any
of them.”
Cavanagh said seeing the
way some people resonate
with certain types or aspects
of chapel services is part of the
greatness of God moving individually in them.
Ultimately, Cavanagh looks
forward to seeing the campus grow and be challenged
throughout the school year.
“I would love it for students
that are here this year, whether freshman or senior, that
they would say, ‘Oh, I remember that year when we talked about life and having it in
abundance, and during that
year and at my time at Taylor, I
got a glimpse of that’ . . . I hope
it’s something we grow to talk
about,” Cavanagh said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Campus Pastor, the Rev. Jon Cavanagh shared this year’s chapel theme,
“Life to the Full,” at the beginning of the semester.
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Super Smash Bros. Melee comes to Taylor

Taylor Melee
tournaments take off
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

The action. Timeless characters.
Eternal glory. Nostalgia for the
days when you’d race home on a
Friday afternoon, switch on that
chunky old television and fight
with your brother over who got
the best Gamecube controller.
All of this and more is available
on Saturdays at 12:30 p.m. in Euler 130, as friends and rivals alike
gather for competitive Super
Smash Bros. Melee Tournaments.
All skill levels are welcome at
these weekly tournaments. The
nearly 18-year old game is set up
on old box-like TVs called CRTs,
and the event always starts with
about 30 minutes of socializing
and playing a few non-tournament matches called “friendlies.”
The actual tournament follows, as everyone is assigned a
seed to determine their place in
the bracket. Students play their
sets against each other until one
victor remains.
“If you enjoy Super Smash
Bros., then you won’t regret coming to this event,” said senior Andrew Wulf, who has enjoyed the

Photograph provided by Silas Vinson

Senior Andrew Wulf participates in a Super Smash Bros. Melee weekly tournament.

tournaments. “It’s a chill environment with great people.”
Silas Vinson set up the tournaments in the spring of 2018, along
with Indiana Wesleyan student
body president Aaron Scott. The
pair met at a tournament in Indianapolis two summers ago and
later decided to host their own
tournaments on Taylor’s campus.
Vinson knew some other students
who played Super Smash Bros
Melee, so he knew there would

be some interest.
Vinson and Scott decided to
aim high with their first tournament, so they reserved the Euler
atrium on the first Saturday of
spring semester last year. They
were encouraged by the turnout
as the event drew players from
all over Indiana and surrounding
states, totalling to approximately
80 entrants, about ten of which
were from Taylor.
From there, they began hosting

smaller tournaments every Monday night in Euler 130, which averaged about 15 attendees from
Taylor and the surrounding
area. They changed the time to
Saturday afternoons to make
it easier for people to fit into
their schedules.
“I started these tournaments
as a way for people with a shared
interest to connect,” Vinson said.
“It’s a time to step away from the
busyness of life and just have a

good time . . . What I want people to take away from these tournaments is that there are so many
different ways to fellowship with
others on campus, and any hobby
can be an opportunity to connect
with others.”
Senior Ryan Houck’s favorite
part of the Melee tournaments
is hanging out with other guys
around campus who also play
Melee. He played competitively in high school and thought

nobody else at Taylor played for
the first two and a half years of
his attendance.
He loves watching people’s
playstyles evolve by adapting to
other players’ tendencies and
improving their skills. Since the
tournaments only started a semester ago, the Melee scene is
certainly still developing at Taylor, but he is interested in already
seeing some placement shifts
within the TU Melee rankings.
“These tournaments are for
everybody who’s a fan of Smash
Bros,” Houck said. “We have a
pretty wide range of skills, from
people who have recently started
playing the game seriously to Top
10 Indiana players that frequent
our tournaments. Plus (stylized
as “+”) and Phrigid have come
to our weeklies frequently, and
we’ve also seen Rik (best player
in the state; 82nd in the world)
and Toast come to our tournies .
. . Even if you haven’t ever gone to
a Smash tournament, you’re welcome to come and play with us!
Just bring a controller, a dollar,
and a willingness to learn about
the game!”
For more information, please
contact Silas Vinson at silas_vinson@taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Equestrian Team canters confidently into new season
A new year, a new coach
and a new president
Lily Smith

L&T Co-Editor
One athletic team often goes
unnoticed at Taylor.
Taylor has countless sports
teams and clubs across campus.
Most people have cheered “First
down!” at a football game, sat
through a chilly soccer game,
dressed up for a Silent Night
basketball game or at least
heard of the successes of volleyball, tennis, lacrosse and many
more teams.
The equestrian team is a dedicated group of women at Taylor
who share a love of healthy competition and horses. There are
currently 10 members involved
in the team but the number has
varied throughout the years.
Taylor has had an equestrian
team for roughly 37 years, although many students may be
surprised by that fact. The exact
year the team was formed is unclear but sophomore Elizabeth
LaMar, president of Taylor’s

equestrian team, has heard
from several sources it originated in the early 1980’s. LaMar
is looking for information about
the founding of the team.
No experience is required to
join the group, as team members have a variety of skill levels. There are girls on the team
who have ridden for several
years, girls on the team who
have ridden for their whole lives
and girls who have never been
on a horse. The team is looking
for passionate, dedicated members who have a willingness to
learn and grow in their skills
with horses.
Freshman Brianna Blosenski is a new member of the team
this year and is excited about
the fresh opportunity to continue a passion of hers at Taylor.
“I have ridden since I was
four, but I never got into showing,” Blosenski said. “I was more
into relaxed, casual riding but
then I got into jumping at a new
barn so I started showing two
years ago.”
When someone joins the
team, they are able to take lessons at Rope This Ranch, a

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Members of the 2018–2019 Taylor Equestrian Team pose for a photo after a successful horse show.

barn run and owned by parttime counselor at Taylor, Jenny
Schamber. Schamber has over
30 years of experience training
and riding horses and will be
starting her first year as Taylor’s equestrian team coach this
year. The team was previously

coached by Maggie Boyle, owner
of Black Dog Farms in Marion.
“I am mostly excited about
seeing the team grow as individuals, as a team, in their riding
ability and in their knowledge
of horses” Schamber said.
Schamber is excited to meet

the girls where they are at with
their skills and help them grow
as riders and as people.
Rope This Ranch is a five-minute drive from Taylor. Members
of the team can either take one
or two lessons at the farm with
Schamber, depending on which

fees they chose to pay as a part
of joining the team. In addition to lessons, team members
also have the ability to attend
shows with the team and compete alongside large schools,
such as Purdue University and
St. Mary of the Woods College.
LaMar reflected on her first
year on Taylor’s team and how
she grew as a rider.
“Last year was my first year
showing and that was probably the main thing I learned,”
LaMar said.” I got to learn a lot
more about horses in general. I
learned a lot about tack.”
LaMar is the only returning member and is the president of the team. She is excited
to learn more this year about
showing and riding with a new
coach and a new team. LaMar is
planning a variety of fun events
for the team such as pick-adates, a Kentucky Derby watch
party and weekly team bonding events.
If you are interested in finding
out more about the team, please
contact Elizabeth LaMar at elizabeth_lamar@taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

DC Hacks
Leah Ryg

L&T Co-Editor

Keep your meals new and
exciting with these fresh ideas:
Take a lap: You do not want to
be the one who sits down and
immediately regrets what you
got, so in order to avoid this,
walk around and see what is
being served. You could also wait
until the rest of your table gets
food and see what looks best.
Just don’t wait too long in case
the good fruit is gone!
Take fresh fruit to go: Always
make sure to grab either a
banana, apple or whatever is
offered that day. Take it back to
your dorm for a healthy snack
later on in the day.
Refillable drink containers:
Bring a to-go mug or thermos
and fill it up with coffee or milk
before you leave.

Be creative: If you don’t see
exactly what you are craving,
maybe try to make it. If you
want a chicken salad. Grab some
lettuce from the salad line and
grilled chicken from the grill and
- boom - chicken salad.

Food Combo Ideas:

Be adventurous: Try something
new, Interaction Station
usually carries a unique variety
of options, sometimes even
international cuisine.

Milkshakes: For a cheaper
alternative to the unbeatable
Chick-fil-A milkshake, pick your
preferred ice cream flavor—
chocolate or vanilla—and add
milk. You could even add some
cookie crumbles for a double
sweet treat.

Conserve food: If you aren’t
sure if you will like something,
just take a small serving. You can
always go back for seconds.
Check the menu: The Eatable
app used for the Dining
Commons now offers an option
to view the menu. Be sure to
check that out before walking
over. This way you can already
have an idea of what you want,
or if nothing sounds good,
there’s always ramen.

Dining commons? More like
delicious combos!
Ice Cream and Cereal: Really ice
cream and any toppings.

Floats: Fill a cup with ice cream
and add your choice of pop.
Banana Toast: For a sweet
breakfast treat, toast bread and
spread on peanut butter, then
slice a banana and add that right
on top of the peanut butter. Elvis
would be so proud!
Parfait: Grab some yogurt and
any fruit offered, then go to the
ice cream topping station and
nuts, chocolate chips or granola.

Sweet potato and peanut
butter: Cut the potato, add
peanut butter and mix. Sounds
weird, I know, but if you like
peanut butter, you will love this.
Loaded baked potatoes: Take
the plain baked potato the DC
offers and spice it up. Cut it open
and add toppings. Cheese from
the salad bar, veggies, or bits
of bacon. If you want to be a
real chef, you could even pop it
into the microwave for a “twice”
baked potato.

Hopefully these hacks make your
next trip to the DC worthwhile
and don’t forget to say “thank
you” to the people who make
your food.
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“A first step toward feeling the unity of mind and
body is simply being in your body.”
Croc Thoughts

croc
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thoughts
Connecting hands
and heart
Drew Shriner
Staff Writer

Each of the past two summers,
I worked at my high school. As
the self-titled “Campus Beautification Assistant,” I mowed,
cleared brush, painted, installed
flooring and did various other
jobs. Working with my hands
was a healthy break from the
classroom, and it challenged
me to think about embodiment.
Secular philosophy has a
long history of separating mind
and body, declaring mind to
be good and body to be evil.
The mind-body split is a part
of our philosophical heritage,
and it often impacts the way
that we think about ourselves
(i.e. the “I am not my body”
movement and other, less obvious manifestations).
Christian orthodoxy, however, joins Genesis 1 in affirming that God’s created world is
very good. Modern psychology,
too, has joined in with a growing body of research that shows
psychosomatic connections.
This affirmation drastically
impacts how we view ourselves.

We are not souls trapped inside
flesh. Rather, we are an embodied people. Our bodies are good
and are a part of who we are.
This is especially relevant to a
college campus; so much of the
work that we do is “head work.”
We sit at desks in class and then
sit again to read and write for
our assignments and tests. Our
job is relatively devoid of physical activity.
(I should acknowledge that
many teachers seek to integrate activity into their pedagogy. I commend them, but it
is simply the nature of learning
that most of it happens within
the mind.)
We are here at school to learn,
to train our minds to know certain things and to think in certain ways. And that is good!
Both mind and body are very
good and need attention and
development! But, as students,
we are at risk of neglecting our
bodies.
A first step toward feeling the
unity of mind and body is simply
being in your body. Take a minute to stop, close your eyes and
breathe deeply. Feel what is going on in your body. Take note of
areas of tightness or heaviness.
We are often so disconnected

that we do not notice things going on within ourselves.
The Counseling Center offers
many better ways of reconnecting your body and mind; I hope
this is just a starting place.
The next step is to work your
body. In my summers working with my hands, I learned
so much about my body—both
my abilities, limits, pleasures
and pains. At school, I like to go
on long runs. This gives me an
extended period to simply ‘feel’
my body. I may feel heaviness in
my legs, or I may feel the elation
of pushing myself beyond a barrier I thought I could not cross.
For others, creating may be a
good practice of embodiment.
Taking something physical and
making it into something else.
Whatever it is, take a break from
working your mind and work
your body.
As you are intentional about being a unified whole, I hope that
it becomes natural to rejoice in
your embodiment and celebrate
your body as well as the bodies
of others.
Take a moment to ask yourself,
“Do I think my body is good? Do
I feel unified?” And once you answer those questions, begin asking “What is my body created to
do? What does my body rejoice
in doing?”
To explore the thoughts and
questions of this article further, tune in to Croc Thoughts
on WTUR, Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

fit friday
Study break workout
to start weekend
Makenna Kregel

simply do another Tabata with
a different exercise, or rotate
through multiple exercises for a
longer period of time!

Contributor

Sample exercises you can
do anywhere:
Tabata Style: Tabata’s are a short Squats: make sure you keep your
version of the classically known heels on the ground and your
HIIT workouts. Tabata means 20 chest up!
seconds of work, 10 seconds of
rest, eight times. This is a great Challenge: make it a jump squat
style of workout to do when
you only have a couple minutes. Challenge: hold the bottom of a
Maybe you do it right before you squat during the 10 seconds intake a shower, when you need a stead of resting
five-minute study break, or right
before you go to dinner every Push-ups: no shame in doing
night. It only takes four minutes them from your knees if it means
but the beauty of it is you can getting more reps in!
repeat it as many times as you
want and even change the exer- Walking lunges
cises to give yourself some more
variation. So, here’s what it might Burpees
look like.
Tricep dips (use a chair or the
edge of a couch)
20 seconds of work
10 seconds of rest

Sit-ups

Rep eat eight tim es (aka Plank holds
four minutes)
Mountain climbers
Complete one exercise for this
entire four minutes to help main- Challenge: hold a plank during
tain and keep desired intensity. the 10seconds instead of resting.
echo@taylor.edu
To make the workout longer,

TheWeekly

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Teagan Rowley

@CUPOF_TEA_gan

After beating Butler I can
honestly say, we want bama
#tayloru
Emmaking @emkiingx
only true 90s kids will
remember grinders at the
student center #tayloru
Madi Williams@ MadiMoose_
PSA for girls at #tayloru:There
are 10 stalls in the student
center bathroom, no need to
use the one right next to me.
Grace @gracestia
woodshed wednesday
automatically makes
wednesday’s the best day of
the week don’t @ me #tayloru

Olivia Winn @Olivia_Winn24
The bio students finally got
our time to shine in chapel
#welovetrees #tayloru
Gillian @Gillian32188779
@jpcramer lives his life as a
~film~ #tayloru
Tiff @tiffayrogerss
“I just want to be a hall
directors wife.” #tayloru
Kaitlyn @KTRae99
Me stressed over
an assignment:
40% procrastinate
5% I can do this
55% stuff my
face with snacks
#tayloru

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Matthew Getgen

Sydney Ruiter

Has swam with sharks AND pet
several of them too!

She can play the recorder
with her nose!

Freshman:

Freshman:

TV
SHOWS
Across
2. Every 80s pop culture in one.
4. A combination of characters who sell paper.
6. Six people living in New York
8. Mom and daughter living the small town life
9. duh na na na *clap* *clap*
11. Zombie apocalypse
12. A story of a family growing up. Probably makes
you cry.
13. Current Kinsfolk
14. The show with the whistling theme song that
might remind you of your grandma’s house.
Down
1. Everywhere you look . . .
3. A story of a lovely lady
5. Jerry
7. The show that makes you a doctor
10. American war comedy-drama television series that
aired on CBS from 1972 to 1983.
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“He fully fades into Tyler, crafting
as memorable a rogue as those
from Twain’s classic repertoire.”
Classic odyssey comes to the
Outer Banks of Carolinas
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Theatre confronts tough topics in new play
‘Falling’ explores
autism and family
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

What’s the best way to love
others when it doesn’t come
easily?
Taylor Theatre is exploring
this idea through Deanna Jent’s
2011 play “Falling.” In this play,
the Martin family’s 18-year-old
son Josh suffers from severe autism, and the story follows the
lives of the family members as
they navigate through their circumstances together.
Jent also shines a spotlight on
the ways autism can drastically
affect a family and how despite
that, they still face the same situations every other family does.
Like many people with autism, Josh is prone to sensory
overload, which can be triggered by both emotional and
environmental stress. While
he isn’t a violent person, when
this happens, he can lose control and become a danger to the
rest of his family.
“That makes him a threat,
even though he doesn’t want to
be,” said Nate Aeilts (‘16), who
plays the role of Josh. “He’s a
full person who faces challenges that we don’t know. Nobody who isn’t in that position
can understand.”
Aeilts got involved with Taylor Theatre as a student after

A&E
EVENTS

Photograph by Josie Koontz

The Martin family struggles with the unexpected moods of Josh, played by Nate Aeilts (‘16).

attending a performance of Playback Theatre. Now, he returns to
the stage for this important role.
This isn’t Aeilts first exposure to cognitive impairment.
In high school, he used to work
at a camp for adults with learning disorders. The experience
taught him how to see people
for more than just one aspect
they hold.
“Every single person was a
whole person that wasn’t their
disability,” Aeilts said. “Each person had a personality that was
worth knowing.”
Claire Vock, theatre arts

freshman, also has experience
with people close to her being
on the autism spectrum. Her
older sister is diagnosed with
high-functioning autism. Vock
draws from these experiences in
her role as Josh’s 16-year-old sister, Lisa.
When describing Lisa, Vock
characterizes her as a person
who is rebellious and hurting
for her own life. She personally
sees the role as convicting, but
she also notes that the difference
between her family and the Martin family is the grace and healing that came from growing up

in a Christian home.
Vock doesn’t just see the play
as one that touches families affected by autism. She recognizes
the message of the play as a bigger picture that affects everyone.
“We talked a lot about as a
cast that it’s not just about loving people who have a disability,
but also loving people that are
hard to love,” Vock said.
In preparation for the show,
the cast consulted with experts,
families affected by autism and
each other.
Because of this, talk-backs will
be held after every show, which

are intended to create a deeper
conversation about the show’s
themes within the community.
“We’re really trying to do in
a more explicit way an engagement with the liberal arts broadly and thoughtfully,” said Tracy
Manning, director of “Falling.”
“If this play on our campus provides an opportunity for our
communities to talk together
about how to love those who are
hard to love and engage with the
world around us in this capacity,
that’s what we want to do.”
“Falling” is being produced for
a scholarship funded in honor of

Upland Home Sessions starts the semester right
Montell Fish and
Ecclesia perform
Emily Pawlowski
A&E Editor

C.S. Lewis and
Friends Tea:
Lewis and His
Spiritual Classics
Today – 4 p.m.
Zondervan 142

“Falling”
Sept. 20 & 21 – 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 22 – 2 p.m.
Mitchell Theater

Songwriting
Workshop
Sept. 21
9 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Pierce Church

LaRita Boren Children’s Concert
MPO, TU & IWU
Orchestras
Sept. 26 – 10 a.m.
IWU Chapel
Auditorium

YA Book Club
“Posted” John Anderson
Sept. 25 – 4 p.m.
Reade Relief Room

Liminal Spaces
Aug. 30 – Oct. 10
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

Jason Francis, a former Taylor
Theatre student who died from
colon cancer. These performances are intended to create conversation within the community, and
all proceeds fund this scholarship,
which is given to an outstanding
first year theatre student. Other
plays that have been produced
for this scholarship include “The
Amish Project” in 2018, and “Clybourne Park” in 2017.
“Falling” is showing tonight
and tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. Talk-backs
will be held after each show.
echo@taylor.edu

Among the chaos of the first
weeks of school, a musical oasis
offered students an evening of fun.
Friday, Sept. 13, Montell Fish
and Ecclesia performed at the
Breu Patio. Over 100 students
gathered to enjoy the music
and the craft soda bar that was
offered.
“Sonically, they’re incredible and their message is just as
booming — it was truly an honor to have them,” said senior Jake
Vriezelaar, president of the Integration of Faith and Culture (IFC).
Montell Fish and Ecclesia are
two up-and-coming artists who
have been increasing in popularity. Senior Jazmin Tuscani, who
is Mainstage president, reached
out to them about coming to Taylor after seeing an Instagram post
over the summer about them going on a free tour. She recognized

Photograph provided by Hudson Taylor

Ecclesia performs in front of a crowd of Taylor students

them due to friends bringing
them up in conversation and
thought their music would be a
good fit for Taylor.
Students had a better chance
to connect with the artists due to
their closeness in age. Both Fish
and Andrew Padilla, the leader of Ecclesia, are in their early

twenties.
“It was fulfilling getting to see
students walking up to them initiating a conversation knowing
they have something in common,
whether that be because they are
college aged artists or simply
for the fact that they wanted to
get to know these artists better,”

Tuscani said.
Their age gives them a fresh perspective, and both groups bring a
unique voice to the world of Christian music. Fish bases his music
around his conversion at the age
of 17 and the experiences he’s had
with his faith and struggles with
sin. Ecclesia writes music for the

younger generations and tries to
cross the boundaries of culture
and community.
The event continued IFC and
Mainstage’s history of bringing
unique artists to Taylor.
“I’ve actually discovered lots
of my current favorite artists because Mainstage brought them
to Taylor over the past couple
years,” sophomore Grace Hester said.
Tuscani promises many great
events to come. This concert
was the first event from IFC’s
new Upland Home Sessions.
Rather than provide a regular concert experience, IFC
and Mainstage hope to give
students a more personal experience.
“This project was designed to
bring artists who are creating
next level work into intimate
spaces; immersing students in
a dynamic concert experience,”
Vriezelaar said. “We host these
shows to celebrate creativity
and togetherness.”
echo@taylor.edu

Classic odyssey comes to Outer Banks of the Carolinas
‘The Peanut Butter
Falcon’ chases dreams
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

A raft floats down the seemingly endless stretch of vast, muddy water that is the Mississippi
River, carrying a crew of assorted
misfits and unexpected friends
toward a legendary destination.
That iconography became
an indelible part of the American mythos, launched by Mark
Twain in his classic chronicles
of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn. Flash forward 140 years,
and enter “The Peanut Butter
Falcon” (PG-13), written and directed by Tyler Nilson and Michael Schwartz.
While the events of “Falcon” take place along the Outer Banks of the Carolinas, the
spirit of Twain’s Mississippi lore
runs as thick as the mud in the
water. This new story takes the
classic, timeless archetype and
breathes new life into it to craft
a powerful story of friendship,

Photograph provided by Medium

‘The Peanut Butter Falcon’ follows the journey of two different people.

forgiveness and what it truly
means to be human.
The story sets forth as follows:
Zak (Zack Gottsagen) is a young
man with Down syndrome, abandoned by his family to live in a
North Carolina retirement home
with roommate Carl (a briefly appearing but always memorably
cantankerous Bruce Dern). Zak,
however, has a dream — to track
down his hero, the professional
wrestler Salt Water Redneck. The
Redneck promises to train future
wrestling icons, and Zak plans to
become his next student.
And so the odyssey begins.

Running away from the home,
Zak inadvertently winds up on
the run alongside Tyler (Shia
LaBeouf ), a backwater thief
haunted by tragedy and pursued
by a violent duo of crabbers. As
they journey south, the two form
an unlikely bond while Eleanor
(Dakota Johnson), the only worker at the home who seems to care
about Zak’s welfare, attempts to
track them down.
The film’s plot flows smoothly
through the well-worn trails of
the genre, primarily powered by
the performances of its leads and
the gorgeous, wide-angle wonder

of the environments through
which they are traveling.
LaBeouf here marks a splendid return to form for an actor
once considered one of the most
promising young talents in Hollywood before disappearing from
the spotlight. He fully fades into
Tyler, crafting as memorable a
rogue as those from Twain’s classic repertoire. Johnson also does
admirably, although she is handed a substantially less complex
part to play.
The star, however, is undeniably Gottsagen, who himself
has Down syndrome. His pure

sincerity easily commands the
attention of the camera. There
is no question how his personality wears down Tyler’s rough
defenses, as the audience has
already fallen in love with his
character five times over.
It would be remiss to overlook what ought to qualify as
the remaining two leads: the
setting and the music. The
gorgeous landscapes and nature shots merge with a perfectly crafted and integrated
soundtrack (the songs used
were played on set during
filming), creating a full world
for the actors to live in, something that is often missing in
days of increasingly enclosed
film settings.
In the end, the story of making the film and the plot itself
serve the same purpose. Like
both Zak the character and
Zack the actor, it aims to inspire all to reach for a dream
beyond what the world has told
them they are capable of and
redefine what it means to live.
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

TheEchoNews.com

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

“A compromise is in the works, but neither side
can come to a full agreement.”
Tarrah shares views from overseas
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Superfan settles controversy
Debating
superhero giants

Lindsey Metzger
Opinions Editor

I grew up believing superheroes were real.
I watched the 1960’s “Batman” TV show with my dad
Justin Chapman
Matthew Phillips
when I was a kid. I was raised
Lindsey Metzger
Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
on “Justice League,” the origiOpinions Editor
nal “Teen Titans” cartoons and
I still have my comic book colEllie Tiemens
Madi Turpin
Emily Pawlowski
lection which is made up of
Staff Writer
News Editor
A&E Editor
mostly old “Teen Titans” comics. As a teenager, I watched
Marvel movies with my family
all the time.
I also had a crush on Batman and Robin when I was
in preschool and Hawkeye as
a teenager.
Comics are a big part of my
life, so I decided to ask a very
important question. Which
Photograph provided by Festival Sherpa
comic franchise is better: DC
Fans at a comic convention show their Marvel pride.
or Marvel?
Communications Profes- some big flaws.
a Marvel fan because of their about yourself and the world
sor Timothy Berkey said he
One thing DC is struggling complex plotlines in the mov- around you while still havis a Marvel fan through and with is their movies. “Wonder ies. She also appreciated the di- ing fun and kicking bad-guy
through. Senior Carson Jacobs Woman” was one of the fran- versity when it comes to their butt in a 22-minute episode.
said he likes DC better. He is a chise’s best so far, and while character choices.
That is quality content you do
big fan of the superhero team I liked their live-action “JusOne aspect of Marvel I am not not see in children’s programthe Justice League and believes tice League” film, I do agree a fan of is their TV shows, specif- ming today.
DC has a better character line- there were flaws in its plotline ically their cartoons. Like I said
I have nothing against Marup than the Avengers do.
and execution.
before, I am raised on the “Teen vel. One of my favorite things to
I am a DC fan myself, but what
It seems that DC tried to use Titans” and “Justice League” do when I’m home is watching
Photograph by Hannah Waltz
is the deciding factor for which one movie to develop the same cartoons.
Marvel movies with my dad and
Students having trouble connecting to the internet get answers.
is better?
amount of detail and planning
Marvel’s “Super Hero Squad,” brother.
There have been mixed re- as Marvel’s entire cinematic isn’t bad, but it wasn’t the greatBut my favorite superhero
sponses, and let’s be hon- universe. It took Marvel 11 years est show, either. I say this be- will always be Batman. Whenest: both have their strengths. to complete all of their sto- cause as I look back at watching ever I go to garage sales, I look
Marvel has superior movies, ry arcs for the characters and the show with my brother, it did for “Teen Titans” comic books. I
hands-down, while DC has plot featured in all those mov- not teach me anything. It made watch the “Justice League” carbetter TV shows. Both have ies. You can’t take the time for stupid jokes and the heroes toon with my mom.
equally complex and well- a similar level of care and con- saved the day.
And I still have a crush
thought-out characters.
sideration in one movie.
The beauty of “Teen Titans” on Robin.
A new semester always brings make that worse,” Elwood
However, both also have
Freshman Libby Molitor is was that you learned a little
echo@taylor.edu
chaos to campus.
said. “I often say we’re doing
This year, drama arose when our best work when nobody
Steve Elwood, director of en- knows we exist because evterprise infrastructure, an- erything’s just working. So as
nounced that the familiar soon as we found out, we got Brexit impacts
There are many concerns surT.U.C.A.N. was being replaced. that particular type of traf- Northern Ireland
rounding Brexit, but one main
“T.U.C.A.N. has been great, fic disabled, and that got rid
concern is the relationship beit’s given us what we need, but of most of the problems we
Tarah Zumbrun
tween Northern Ireland and
we’re trying to move to a dif- were having.”
the Republic of Ireland. There
Contributor
ferent way of doing our wireThe quick fix to such a mahas not been a hard border beless networks,” Elwood said. jor problem was a relief, but GREYSTONES, IRELAND—The tween the two countries since
Instead, students are sup- the question remained: why word “Brexit” has been thrown the Good Friday Agreement in
posed to connect to “Taylor did it take them so long to fig- around in politics and the me- 1998, allowing people and goods
University” and guests to “Tay- ure it out? Part of IT’s blind- dia since 2016, but it didn’t make to move freely from one counlor Guest.” Students already spot was the unfortunate fact any sense to me until I arrived try to another. Leaving the Euconnected to T.U.C.A.N. have that these kinds of problems in Ireland three weeks ago.
ropean Union would mean that
several months to make the don’t become obvious until
Brexit describes the plan of Northern Ireland would no lonswitch, and new students rare- thousands of students show the United Kingdom to with- ger have free trade with the
ly even knew there was any up and flood the system.
draw from the European Union. south, in addition to the reinother option. We were sad to
The continuing problems Because the United Kingdom statement of a physical border.
lose the fun name, but things after that, however, are on includes England, Scotland,
A compromise is still in the
seemed simple enough.
us students.
Wales and Northern Ireland, all works, but neither side can
However, technical difficul“I had one student who put four countries would leave as a come to a full agreement. The
ties arose and some students in a ticket to tell me about result. Although the majority deadline for the final decision
found themselves unable to it, and no one else had let IT of voters in both Scotland and has been pushed back several
connect to either of the new know,” said Elisa Dinsmore, Northern Ireland voted against times but is currently set for
Wi-Fi networks. Without an infrastructure network ana- the move, Wales and England Oct. 31.
Photograph by Tarah Zumbrun
official explanation for the lyst. “So he kept saying, ‘Well are still pushing for it.
Mimi Kelly, a professor at the
A mural of the queen in Ireland.
cause of the problems, rumors I’m having this problem everyBeing on this island, Brexit is Irish Bible Institute in Dubspread.
where, everyone I’m talking to talked about frequently by ev- lin, fears that Brexit being es- pounds from the EU each year
During the Troubles, then
Some claimed that Taylor is having this problem,’ but no eryone, but no one knows what tablished — with or without a to sustain its social and civ- President Bill Clinton and Senhad cut the bandwidth down one else was telling me about the solution is or what the fu- deal — will damage relations il services and that will stop. ator George Mitchell played
to a smaller size, meaning it. It’s really hard to trouble- ture holds. Many eyes roll and between the two countries, es- If people lose their jobs in the huge roles in the peace talks
the same number of students shoot the problem when I only heads shake as Irish residents pecially in regards to the border. North, then unrest and violence and forming the Good Friday
now had less WiFi to share. have one source for what’s go- try to understand what the
“If any type of physical bor- may well occur.”
Agreement. America and the
Others feared that the switch ing on.”
politicians are doing. It was der goes up, then the peace
With the shadow of the Trou- United Kingdom have been alhad brought some strange
The new independence of not until I saw this for myself in the North will be compro- bles still looming from only a lies and partners for generaglitch that made connect- life in college makes us feel that I understood the severity mised,” Kelly said. “Additional- few decades ago, no one wants tions, but the possible split may
ing impossible.
like we need to solve all our of the situation.
ly, the North receives billions of to see bridges between the cause friction between them.
When The Echo first heard own problems, but it’s importNorth and the South British and
The United Kingdom will no
about these rumors, we were ant to remember that there
Irish being burned once again, doubt face economic setbacks
also upset. Wi-Fi is a pre- are still other people to help
but Kelly believes the country’s considering Northern Ireland
cious commodity for college us out. The bureaucratic marelationship will still face issues. alone costs billions to sustain.
students, and lessened access chine that provides us with
After seeing the scars left all
What role will America play
could have real consequences food, housing and Wi-Fi might
over Northern Ireland from the to offer stability in either the
on our grades, and more im- seem uncaring at times, but
previous conflict, I definitely potential conflicts or the ecoportantly, our Netflix.
the people that run it don’t
think violence will return. Just nomic consequences? Our
But after the initial shock want us to needlessly suffer.
this spring, a reporter named own politicians are divided on
wore off, we became more
Submitting a ticket or
Lyra McKee was shot in a riot what our position should be.
concerned with the facts be- talking to the tech help desk
in Derry. Paramilitary groups Our role as Christians, though,
hind the rumor.
might feel pointless at times,
are still alive in the north, which at the very least is to pray for
After some digging, it was but these things really do help
makes Brexit that much riskier. these countries as they face difPhotograph by Tarah Zumbrun
revealed there were no chang- in the big picture. ComplainI hope and pray Brexit will not ficult decisions.
British flags in Ireland.
es to the bandwidth and no ing to others can be therapeuoccur without a deal.
echo@taylor.edu
conspiracy to deny us our tic, but it is important to also
Netflix. The connection is- communicate with officials to
sues arose from the mun- fix the problem.
dane confusion of switching
Even though it took longer
over to a new system. A set- than preferred, we at the Echo
ting called “Broadband” was are glad the problem has been
left on, meaning most devic- officially solved. Now if you’ll
es were unable to connect to excuse us, we’ve got some
the internet.
“Friends” to binge.
“There was no intent to
echo@taylor.edu

Our View

Debunking the Wi-Fi
myths on campus

Tarah shares views from overseas
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“Taylor fans were buzzing with excitement, for good
reason. It took a mere five minutes for the Trojans to
score yet again and take the lead.”
Women’s soccer takes care of Indiana Tech
Friday
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Taylor edges Butler in historic win Saturday
Trojans beat Bulldogs
17-14 for first time ever
Justin Chapman
Editor-in-Chief

For the first time in Taylor football’s history, the Trojans defeated
Butler in a 17-14 win last Saturday.
Taylor now sits at 1-1 overall in
their season.
The win against the Bulldogs,
a NCAA D-I FCS team, took place
at Butler in Indianapolis. Keys to
winning the game for the Trojans
included rushing the ball for 257
yards on 48 carries and committing zero turnovers.
“It was honestly a lot of joy and
a lot of relief because this is the
first time in history, or since a lot
of the seniors have even been here,
that we’ve won a game we weren’t
supposed to win,” junior quarterback Zac Saltzgaber said.
Senior running back Spencer
Crisp gave the Trojans their first
touchdown on Taylor’s opening
drive with a five-yard run. The
second touchdown came early in
the second quarter on an eightyard pass from Saltzgaber to junior wide receiver Trey Burdine to
make the score 14-0.
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Junior wide receiver Grant Gerig returned the opening kickoff 31 yards against Butler Saturday.

After those two touchdowns,
sophomore kicker Garrett Russell kicked a field goal in the third
quarter. The Trojan defense held
off the Butler offense from there
to protect the lead.
Although the Trojan offense ran
the ball well, the defense did its

job by keeping Butler to 71 yards
rushing and 261 yards total.
While head coach Ron Korfmacher wished the defense created a turnover or two, he’s pleased
with the way Saltzgaber took care
of the football whether he was
passing or running.

Saltzgaber finished the night
with 89 yards passing, going 10-16
and one touchdown. He also ran
the ball 13 times, gaining 93 yards.
“I think overall our run game is
going to be a huge part of being
able to produce this whole year,”
Saltzgaber said.

Korfmacher wants the offense to be more balanced moving forward. However, he said
since running the ball against
Butler proved to be successful,
he wanted to keep attacking on
the ground until Butler found
an answer.
Korfmacher also said the
wide receivers did their part in
blocking to create a successful
run game.
Redshirt junior linebacker
Mark Baker finished the game
with four solo tackles and two assisted tackles. Senior linebacker
TJ Swore added three solo tackles,
one assisted tackle and a sack for
nine yards.
“I think it was a big team win,
overall,” Baker said. “We came
in, had a great game plan. Really
thankful for our coaches putting
in a lot of hard work to prepare
us so we knew what was coming. Butler has a good offense,
but having that preparation beforehand helped a lot.”
The Trojans will compete in
their first home game of the season tomorrow after two games
on the road. They face Missouri
Baptist, with kickoff set for 1 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Women’s soccer takes care of Indiana Tech on Friday

Impressive start to the
season continues

attempted four more shots on
goal without letting Indiana Tech
attempt any. Through a combination of physicality, skill and an
insatiable nose for the ball the
Trojans controls the second half.
“We played (Indiana Tech) last
year, and they were an extremely
physical team, and knowing that
you had to play physical and not
lose sight of what we (had to) do
to win,” Massey said.
Then, freshman AC Hardy came
in the game. It took her a mere 15
seconds to record her first career
assist to Teevans. Throughout
the game Massey, Teevans and Tu
were flying around the ball, leaving an impact in every aspect of
the game.
While the Trojans played very
well against Indiana Tech, there
was a large amount of preparation that allowed them to win
comfortably.
“We practice corners close to
two or three times a week, with six

Nathaniel Boer
Staff Writer

The Taylor women’s soccer team
dominated last Friday against
Indiana Institute of Technology, beating them 3-1 to move
to 6-1 overall. The Trojans have
since moved to 7-1 after defeating Georgetown College Wednesday night.
Ending the first half 0-1, Taylor
came back and scored three goals
and allowed zero shots on goal for
the win.
Despite playing well and controlling possession, Taylor could
not convert any of their five shots
on goal in the first half. Finishing the half, Turner Stadium was
nearly silent. As some fans left
the stadium, the team re-entered
the field. Then three minutes into
the second half the stadium came
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Junior Jourdan Lehman fights for the ball against Indiana Tech. Taylor won 3-1 last Friday night.

roaring back to life.
The first goal was a free kick by
sophomore Riley Massey 45 yards
out that was headed in by freshman Linli Tu, her third goal of the
season. The team swarmed in on
the two of them celebrating, then
got ready to do it all over again.

Taylor fans were buzzing with
excitement, for good reason. It
took a mere five minutes for the
Trojans to score yet again and take
the lead. Massey this time was on
the receiving end of a corner kick
from sophomore Erin Teevans.
Over the next 15 minutes Taylor

or seven target players. We often
have two or three of those players
in at (a) time, two of which being
Riley and Linli,” said head coach
Scott Stan.
With the Trojans having eight
corner kicks compared to Indiana
Tech’s one, it allowed the Trojans
to apply pressure.
Looking forward, the Trojans
are aiming for nationals.
“This season we have more passion as a whole, we see the opportunity of nationals,” Massey said.
“They are attainable and we are
extremely willing to work for it
and work for the person next to
us to get there.”
Taylor received 11 votes in the
most recent NAIA top 25 poll and
has won their games by an average of nearly 3 goals. The defense, led by junior goalkeeper
Megan Williams, ranks 16th in
the NAIA with 0.440 goals against
per game. The offense clocks in
at 24th in total goals with 23 on

Volleyball

9/20 Marian University 7 p.m.
9/21 Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.

Men’s Soccer

9/20 Lawrence Tech 7 p.m.
9/25 Spring Arbor University (A) 7 p.m.

Women’s Soccer

9/25 Spring Arbor University 7 p.m.

Men’s Tennis

9/20 ITA Regionals TBA
9/21 ITA Regionals TBA
9/24 Goshen College (A) 4:15 p.m.
9/26 Huntington University 4 p.m.

Women’s Tennis

9/20 ITA Regionals TBA
9/21 ITA Regionals TBA
9/24 Goshen College (A) 4:15 p.m.
9/26 Huntington University 4 p.m.

Football

9/21 Missouri Baptist 1 p.m.

Men’s Golf

9/23 Bill Bockwitz Golf Classic (N) 9 a.m.
9/24 Bill Bockwitz Golf Classic (N) 9 a.m.

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics
Volleyball
9/13 Spring Arbor
9/14 Saint Francis
9/18 Grace College

Men’s Soccer
9/14 Trinity Christian

Women’s Soccer
9/13 Indiana Tech
9/18 Georgetown College

W 3-1
L 0-3
L 1-3

W 2-1

W 3-1
W 2-0

Women’s Golf
9/16 Ball State Cardinal Classic 7th of 11
9/17 Ball State Cardinal Classic 3rd of 11

Men’s Tennis
9/14 Cedarville University
9/17 Saint Francis

W 5-2
W 7-0

Women’s Tennis
9/14 Cedarville University
9/17 Saint Francis

L 0-7
W 6-1

Football
9/14 Butler University

W 17-14

the year.
The Trojans next opponent
is Spring Arbor (4-3-1), a Crossroads League opponent currently
ranked 8th in the NAIA. Taylor will
face them Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Turner Stadium.
echo@taylor.edu

Volleyball defeats Spring Arbor on the road in four sets last Friday
Trojans confident
as season ramps up
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The Taylor volleyball team secured their 12th win of the season last Friday, defeating Spring
Arbor in four sets. The Trojan’s
record now stands at 12-9 overall
and 3-2 in conference play.
Taylor took the first set 25-22,
but Spring Arbor tied the match
at 1-1 after taking the second set
25-21.
Junior Amanda Adams said errors were the main issue in the
second set for Taylor.
“Our biggest problem in that set
was just not limiting our errors,”
Adams said. “We had too many

points that we felt we gave up.”
Head Coach Erin Luthy echoed
Adams’ thoughts on the errors
and also saw them as the main
reason they dropped the second
set. Luthy added that the team
shanked some passes and hit too
many balls out of bounds.
Taylor fell behind early in the
third set, but stormed back by
scoring eight of nine points and
building a 13-11 lead behind three
kills from senior Julia Pomerenke.
The Trojans went on to win the
tightly contested set 26-24.
In the fourth and final set, Taylor opened up an early lead and
never let go of it, winning the set
25-21 and clinching the conference win over Spring Arbor.
Adams said the team held
each other accountable after the

second set, which helped eliminate some of the errors.
Luthy applauded the team’s
ability to rebound after the second set and clean up the errors.
“Our hitting percentage went
way up,” Luthy said. “When we utilize our attack, we have so many
weapons that when we can get the
ball to the setter, we usually win.”
Pomerenke, a vital part of that
attack, led the team in both kills
and kill percentage against Spring
Arbor.
“We had the mindset of ‘let’s
just go finish the job,” Pomerenke
said. “I really just focused on my
job and did my job well.”
Pomerenke credited the defense
and passers for giving her and the
rest of the attackers the chance to
have a strong night.

Photograph provided by Taylor Athletic Department

(Left) Juniors Grace Isaacs and Amanda Adams were key in Taylor’s last victory.

Despite dropping two hardfought conference matches on
the road, Saturday to Saint Francis and Wednesday to Grace, the
Trojans feel good about where
they are.
“Our conference is super tough
this year,” Luthy said. “Everyone’s
competing at a very high level, but

we are definitely going to be a part
of that mix, and I’m excited to see
how it plays out.”
Adams and Pomerenke have
the same confidence.
“We have a whole new level of
trust and respect and determination. Coming out with a conference title – that’s what we want,”

Nate Morris

Sarah Harden
Cross Country

Golf

Athletes of the Week

979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Junior
Arlington Heights, IL
Exercise Science
Anything Kanye
Giovanna D.
Photograph by Lauren Cammarano

Adams said.
Pomerenke, said this is the most
confident she has been about a
team in her four years at Taylor,
and feels the team is building
something special through their
determination and desire to play
for each other.
The Trojans have an important weekend coming up with
home matches against Indiana Wesleyan and Marian, two
ranked teams within the Crossroads League. Picking up wins
this weekend against two conference rivals could push Taylor out
ahead of the pack in the crowded Crossroads League, and while
both teams should provide them
with a challenge, it’s a challenge
they seem ready for.
echo@taylor.edu

Soccer

•

w w w. ivanho e s . i nfo

•

(765) 998-7261

Year

Senior

Hometown

Leo, IN

Major

Finance

Fav o r i t e P u m p - U p S o n g
Funniest Teammate
Fav o r i t e S p o r t B e s i d e s
Your O w n

Immigrant SongLed Zeppelin
Noah Miller
Tennis
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The Echo congratulates men’s
tennis head coach Don Taylor
on career win No. 250. Taylor
and the Trojan tennis team
defeated Saint Francis 7-0 on
Tuesday to achieve this feat.
Taylor has notched all 250 of
his career wins at Taylor University, and has the team off to
a strong 7-3 start this year. In
his career at Taylor University, he has won five Crossroads
League regular season titles
among qualifying for NAIA Regionals on three occasions.

